CANTERBURY FIRST FLOOR ELEC PLAN

SCALE: 3/16" = 1'-0"

BEDRM 1
BEDRM 2
BEDRM 3
LIVING RM
DINING RM
HALL
1-1/2 CAR GARAGE
KITCHEN

NOTE: FAN/ LIGHT COMBO IS A TIMER

NOTE: OWNER WILL PROVIDE A 200-AMP LOAD CENTER, ALL BREAKERS, AC DISCONNECT IF REQUIRED (AC IS AN ALTERNATE PM) & FAN/ LIGHT COMBO. ALL OF THE ABOVE ITEMS WILL BE INSTALLED BY THE ELECTRICIAN.

200 AMP SINGLE PHASE 185/220 ELEC SERVICE

REVISIONS
12-31-19: Add note for alt kitchen plan

ELECTRICAL PLAN
NOTES & SCHEDULE

220V OUTLET

44" OUTLET ABOVE COUNTER TOP

4" OUTLET FOR FLOOR WASTE GRINDER

3" OUTLET FOR DISH WASHER

GDO GARAGE DOOR OPENER

WP WINDOOR-PROOF DUPLEX OUTLET

1/2 SWITCHED OUTLET

DUPLEX CONVENIENCE OUTLET

SWITCH

3-WAY SWITCH

FAN/ LIGHT COMBO BY OWNER

RECESSED CAN FIXTURE

WIRE FOR CEILING FAN/LIGHT COMBO - PROVIDE LIGHT FIXTURE ONLY

CEILING FAN/LIGHT COMBO

FLUORESCENT CLIP FIXTURE & DIFFUSER

WALL MOUNT FLUORESCENT FIXTURE OVER BATHROOM MIRROR

SURFACE MOUNT CLIP FIXTURE WITH COMPACT FLUORESCENT LAMP

WALL MOUNT INCANDESCENT FIXTURE

SMOKE DETECTOR

SMOKE & CO DETECTOR

CABLE TV CONNECTION

TELEPHONE WALL JACK

LINE VOLTAGE HUMIDIFIER WILL OVER-RIDE THERMOMETER & ACTUATOR FOR HUMIDITY CONTROL SETTING.